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This chapter offers an analysis of the process through which a communitybased film project was developed. It is a study of a visual social
intervention that emphasizes process as the subject of its analysis. I argue
that researching processes rather than the final 'text' is of crucial
importance in dealing with the way (cultural) identity and visual
representation are intertwined (van. Dienderen 2003; 2004). To achieve this
goal, I analyse the mediated interactions between the'author', the'viewer'
and the'other' in their plural and variable agencies during the preparatory
phases of a community project in Brussels. Through this ethnography of a
visual arts project I apply visual anthropology to further understanding
the kinds of social interventions applied visual arts community projects
can produce.

The community art project was titled Tlrc Rettn'n of the Srunllozus led by
artist Els Dietvorst. This work can be regarded as an'off the map place of
dominant media cartographies' (Ginsburg, Abu-Lughod and Larkin 2002:
B). Dietvorst collaborated with a collective she named the Swallows
located in a marginalized area of Brussels.l Mostly populated by

immigrants of different cultural backgrounds, the area can be
characterized as a transit zone. Although she had never worked with a
video camera before, Dietvorst felt drawn to this medium because of its
social and collective qualities, and proposed to make a film with the
people of the area. The ultimate goal was to produce a fiction feature film
based on the lives of the inhabitants. Abstract notions such as utopia and
collectivity, and more pragmatic concerns, such as encouraging
communication in the area by inviting the inhabitants to express
themselves in a joint experience, were of primary interest. They created a
broad area of presentations over the course of five years such as street
performances, 'jukebox stories',2 films and glossy magazines covering the
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activities of the swallows. Their final performance was a concludi^^

exhibition of their archive ir.'Bozar, the high cultural palace
in Brussels.
As a film-maker and anthropologist, I have be
for more than five years, sometimes as an o
assistant or consultant. It allowed me to fully
project, to collaborate but also to inspire confid
aim of my participatory collaboration was to prod
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otherwise we couldn't have sold the format', he answered when I asked
him whether he was serious. The story quickly ended: I encountered a very
irteresting family with whom I made a documentary, without connecting
to the script, so obviously this experience resulted in my dismissaì.
From the perspective of the 'viewer', it seems that crucial information
about the production process is obscured. As images are not critically
contextualized the way written texts are - there are no footnotes, or
bibliographical references - the audience seem to depend on the status of the
channel to evaluate the truthfulness of the images they see. In this case that

project. By considering the subject of this ethnogr

while at the same time applying performative
turn Fabian proposes from'an informative to a performative anthropolosv,
(Fabian 7990: 78),'the kind where the ethnographer does not call tire ttiie
but plays along' (ibid.: 19). Being part of this project and at the same üme

reflecting on it, forced me to develop complex interpersonal roles, affir.ming
the reflexive correspondence (performative) anthropology invites.
This ethnography offers a way of understanding how community arts
projects can create social interventions, demonstrating the complexities of

imagining or performing collectivity. The project of the swalrows is
different from other community-based projects because of its focus on
negotiating different values and codes, rather than on a pre-scriptecl film
product. This approach is difficult to analyse solely from artistic end
results. I therefore stress the importance of not simply analysing the end
product but of attending ethnographically to the processes, relationships
and identities that are integral to its production. In doing so, it is my aim

to suggest an investigative tool for the examination of the rich potential of
audiovisual media in the construction of the self and the formation of
socialities. This tool allows me to assess the ideological and social forces at
work in film production in a particular context.

The Process of Production as a Site of Critique
I worked for the Flemish Broadcasting Corporation as a
documentary film-maker. An independent production company that offers
programs to different television channels engaged me. Because of my
Some years ago

anthropological background, my employers wanted me to work for

I

a

documentary series that was sold to canvas, the so-called quality channel.
The story line I was asked to create needed to deal with a family of Turkish
descent who were looking for a house. Before I started my research, my
st surprise, handed me a detailed script in which
nes were described but the quotes of the main
written. In this script, stereotypically, the family
lives in a scrappy house with lots of relatives, the women are veiled and
they all encounter many racist situations. 'Make it happen', my series editor
said, clearly affirming that I needed to model my interaction with this yet
unknown family in such a way that I made them fit the script. ,Of course,

is precisely what is shocking. Next, from the perspective of the Turkish
family, this script seems absttrd, as they were unwelcome guests in their own
script. Finally, from the point of view of the 'author', this story questions the
process of production as a site where authors, producers and editors are
tangled up in a web of values, responsibilities and audience ratings.
This experience inspired me to scrutinize the production processes of
(documentary) fllm practices through a critical understanding of the
image and its impact in our society. My research follows a key strand in

anthropological thought, which questions the transparency of the
transmission of information claimed by ethnographic methodology and
writing. The anthropologist Clifford Geertz has a powerful voice in this

debate. He states in his book Works ønd Liues that the construction of texts
ostensibly scientific out of experiences broadly biographical, which is after
all what ethnographers do, is thoroughly obscured (Geertz 1988: 10). His
main goal is to strip off the pretensions of textual discourses which mystify

their construction so as to assess critically their authorship and discourse.
Written ethnographies are grounded on pseudo-claims such as textpositivism, ethnographic ventriloquism, dispersed authorship and so on
(ibid.: 704_145). These pretensions are even harder to challenge in
documentary film production. Indeed, as visual media are able actually to
present recognizable and even mimetic traces in the audiovisual
counterpart, positivist assumptions appear much harder to combat. The
idea persists that images represent without any censorship or
manipulation whatsoever. This can be explained by their indexical
qualities, which Bill Nichols defines as 'signs that bear a physical trace of
what they refer to, such as a fingerprint, an X-ray, or a photograph'
(Nichols 7994: ix).
In contrast to Geertz's approach, in my exploration of documentary film
production it is thus not sufficient to analyse the end result (a film, a
documentary), as is classic in cultural and film studies. Afinal film product
would not inform me for instance about the scripting of the producer that
I experienced when working for Flemish television. The indexicality of the

image and the resulting positivistic assumptions hamper a critical
analysis. Rathe¡, I investigate how the audiovisual system is employed by
the principal agents who are implicated. I therefore proPose to understand

the process of production as the mediated and variable relationship
between'author' and'other' in which the'viewer' is prefigured. It creates
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a complex set of interactions,
consumption. It involves many sta
and appreciation of visual present
study of a visual social interventio
the final 'text' as the subject of its in
The'author', the'other' and the ,
one another through several aspec
editing and screening. As such, I
inherently mediated: they cannot b
medium. Furthermore, not only is t
entire production process but it is
'viewer' is perceived as having a
(Dornfeld 1998, 2002; Mandel 2002).

Brussels KunstenFESTIVALdesArts'

ToexploremyfieldworkladoptFabian'sreorientation'from
informative to performative ethnography':

An ethnographic approach to c'ltural production offers the possibility
of
rethinking and bridging the theoretical àichotomy between pråd'ction ancl
co'sumption, between producers' intentional meanings and audience
members' interpreted meanings, and between production studies a'cl
reception studies. In doing so, it transcends disabling debates in meclia
studies, moving beyo'd the binaries of meclia po*"i versLrs resistance,
ideology verslls agency, and production versus reception. (Dornfeld 7998:12)
Moreove¡, as winston and volckaert both argue, not only is the audiovisual
configuration a socially-elaborated construãl, which is itself ideologically
embedded, but it also has certain specific parameters which cannot be
1q"9l"d as they constitute the very operationãl forces of this configuration
(Volckaert 1995; winston7996).I iherefore explore the hypothesis
rhat the
audiovisual configuration with its social, iàeological, ãperational and
technological features determines the interactions between the main agents
during (documentary) film productio'. By examining this hypothesis I want

to question-the way narratives reconstruct the exferiencâ'of the real, to

investigate the manipulation of the contexts, to trace selection and intrusion
and to analyse the technological, social and ideological forces at work.

stlongest. (Ibid.: 6)

Fieldwork in a Swallows, Nest
P

erfor min g

I hope to

Mul tiu o c ali ty

demonstrate the relevance of investigating

film production

processes by presenting some examples of my fieldwoik ln wirat I like to
refer to as 'my tribe of film-makers'. Becausé of the specific audiovisual
choices, be it the elaboration of the medium, the pro."rå, the authorship
or
the narrative, these cases can be referred to as 'aiternative,, ,experimental,

or 'independent' cinema. without locking these cases into a genre, I
understand them as 'off the map' places, a tèrm formulated by Girsburg,
Abu-Lughod and Larkin in reference to the research on indigenous media

I
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a transformed instance of the

origina

as a performative production

-'the

call the tune but plays along' (Fabi
qualifications to this type of producti
research can be described as the Swall
interactions during the preparatory

interventions as performances. I h
Fabian's first meaning, namely as th
research deals with processes, whic
presented. I suggest an ethnographic
deals with the mediated interactions
present an alternative to an exclusiv
hence deliberately shift the attention from analyses focusing exchrsively
on
the end result of (documentary) film productions towards añexaminatión
of
the context of interaction in which this result is submerged.
The second qualification deals with the interaãtive nature of the
methodology of this research. I have been involved in the making of the
swallows' film for several months, sometimes as an observer, sometimes
as an assistant. This enabled me to fully submerge myself in the project
and to collaborate with the swallows. This methodology .oùld'b"
regarded as an applied visual anthropological perspective. It'uutn", pink's
definition of ethnographic research which aims 'io procluce a loyal and
reflexive account of other people experiences, ur-r u.co.r.,t basecl on
collaboration and recognizes the intersubjectivity of the research

Figure 12.1 Playback night. O Orla Barry 2006

I
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errcounter' (Pink, 2004: 10). Of particular significance in this performative
fieldwork is that it involves studying people whose projects have such
reflexive correspondence with the practice of ethnography (Dornfeld 1998:
20-21) and applied visual anthropology. Indeecl, Pink describes applied

visual anthropology as follows:

[It] entails designing visual productions that are informed by
ar-rtl-rropological theory, have ethnographic integrity, are appropriate to the

context one is working in, and can comrnunicate with specific target
audiences. Here however by ethnographic integrity I do not mean that they

fieldworþ but an understanding of both
the researcher's and local people's subjectivities, developed though a
reflexive process of collaboration and research. . . . In these projects applying
visual anthropology involves promoting self awareness by representing
are necessarily based on long-term

individuals and groups to others and to themselves. (Pink,

2004: 8)

Els Dietvorst adopts a practice, which has several similarities with this
type of survey, involving concepts such as collaboration, feedback and

interaction, aiming at giving a voice to minorities in a collective and
integral way. Given my experience as a film-maker, and my 'double'
identity in these projects, I faced complex interpersonal roles, forcing me to
sustain a reflexive attitude throughout the fieldwork. Ginsburg, AbuLughod and Larkin point out that this type of correspondence should be
understood by the position of media in society: 'Anthropologists now
recognize that we are implicated in the representational practices of those

Figure 12.2 'DLNVDN'. O Orla Barry 2006,
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wea
ways, with all th
(Ginsburg, Abu-Lu
we study; and

t, as the case may be, in cornplq*

Swnllotus
The Breeding of the

whom media are irrìportant'

23).

a contemPorary art gallerY in the
her artwoik' Although warned bY
rime rate' instead of remaining

area on foot' The area is located
rt of Brussels' Yet whereas other

through several urban activities by
¿ the lnhaUitants to designate the
e tl-rem (7994-7998)' the Anneessens

Van Pee 2003: 764)' Main arteries'
sing projects' physically lock in the
otñËr Parts åf brussels' Rubbish
helP to create an
MostlY PoPulated

call "translations" are but documents of that process. They, too, q¡q
produced through contingent events - in fact, they may in turn be regarded
as rehearsals and performances - and are therefore never definitive' (Fabian

the area can

7990:99).

I interviewed eleven people from the cast and the crew in French or
Flemish. The interviews took place immediately after the main shoot in
Brussels in june 2003 and before the film had been completed. Because
matters such as balance of poweq, hierarchy and financing were discussed
during the interviews, and because of some of the participants' frail
position within society, all interviewees remain anonymous.

The

participants have been divided into three groups: the Swallows/actors, the

film crew members and Els Dietvorst. This has allowed me

to

contextualize the quotes and, at the same time, remain sufficiently vague
in order not to reveal the person behind the answer. After a first draft I
invited the participants to correct where necessary, thus using their
feedback to enhance the understanding of this collective experience,
The interviews consist of open, semi-structured conversations ancl deal
with three broad strands of questions. The first strand looks into the
relation between the 'author' and the collective: how does the author
handle the parameters of the medium and how are they employed and
negotiated with participants? Who introduces what, when and where?

What is the barrier between author and participant? I focus on the
interviewees' expectations and input at the various stages of the process
and the differences between preparations and shooting. I consequently
monitor the participants' input in their own representation. Next, I look
into the social and ideological forces at work during this type of film
production. How are these forces tangled up with the goals of the
Swallows? Lastly and briefly, I investigate how this project has impacted
on the lives of the Swallows, their self-esteem and community relations. In
sum, I investigate how this project'can lead to innovations that give it the

potential to be the basis of theoretical, methodological and substantive
contributions to academic visual anthropology' (Pink 2004).

be

s are very seParate

interest whatsoever'
As Els Dietvorst crossed this area'

encounters which encouraged her
neishbourhood instead of imposing
sheiad never worked with a video
medium because of its social aspects
people of the
experience th
feature film b

out of a deeP concern
fend people who are
for others. In her words: 'I alwa'
rights'' Her note of intent is
oppressed or deprived of their basic
oi'the activist imaginary'' He
reminiscent of C"o,gã-lta;rcus's notion
Els

Dietvo

that she wanted to encourage com
to express themselves in a joint exPerience:
not something individual Call
My drearn was to create something coliective'
solely steered
Marxist, buù ¿o not believe in a society
me an old_fashioned

by inclividuals When it cornes to

uul.,"r, even if we all remain indiv
a waY of bridging our own cultu
because I think that PerhaPs I c
do, I'm not interested in mY own cu
bored if I had to draw frorn mY o
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things opens np new perspectives. But to nse the worcls of Lévi-Strauss,

An:

there's always a chief. I think a collective needs a chief. I gave the people
involved in the project a lot of freedom, which I did cleliber.ately. I wantect to
know what the limit was and how far I could go.

Actor'/Swallow:

Els Dietvorst organized a casting in a container that she planted in
area. Although, again.
, two hundred people
improvise, inspired by
ssens area and wrote o¡
exile and migration. In the containe4 alone with a video camera, Dietvor.st
recorded these performances. Rimbaud seemed a stimulating source for
them: people sang his texts, recounted emotional slave narratives, sor¡s
even performed somersaults and other acts of physical prowess.
An:

Actor/Swallow:

Let's go back to the moment where you were doing an
audition in front of Els. You walked through tl-re door of
the container. What happened?
Well, f d been given a sheet of paper with several extracts
written by Arthur Rimbaud. I read them several times and
selected one I particularly liked, a text about slavery. The
history of slavery is a subject that has always touched me.
When I was standing in front of Els, she said to me: 'Ok,
we're listening. You can do whatever you like with the text,
you can sing, dance ... Do whatever you please'. So I startecl
reading out loud, in my own way and all of a sudden, I
don't krow whether I actr-rally sang, but I do remember I
became one with the text. As soon as I read out a phrase, I
saw the image clescribecl in the text in my head. That's how
I did the audition and that's why Els selected me.

This successful casting was the start of a four-year project funded by
several organizations, mainly governmental, and helped by different
community groups based in the Anneessens area. With this support,
Dietvorst managed to engender a hybrid group she named the Swallows,
consisting of people without passports, sex workers, migrants from
Moroccan, Iranian and Italian descent, a computer designer and even a
Belgian policewoman.
An:

Actor/Swallow:

How do you personally feel about the image of the swallow?
I do feel like a swallow, as a matter of fact, Proof of it is
that I can say what I want to say, I can make a film and

talk about Togo, about everything that, in terms of
politics, goes wrong there. It woulcl be impossible for me
to do that in Togo. Over there, I would feel like a sheep or
a dog on a leash or a chicken in a coop, whereas here, I
feel like a swallow, I can fly to wherever I want and say
what I think without having to worry about it.

An:

Actor/Swallow:

An:

Actor/Swallow:

|
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Does this acld something to yotlr identity? Have you
perhaps takeu ou a rrew identitY?
I believe I have, fol thanks to the Swallows I've been al¡le
to neet other people ancl share my experiences ancl this
has helpecl rne to talk about my problerns and the other
way round. We've all poured everything out and mixed it
all together in order to redttce it to one single issue.
What do you mean?
We've all cotne from cottntries with different problems.
We created'the Swallows', and shared our experieuces iu
order to create one single problem, namely that of the
immigrant living in an envitonment that is not his'

Did your personal background as an irnrnigraut have
anything to do with your decision to stay in the group?
It clidn'|. During the casting I had no idea what the film
was going to be about. I didn't know what they were
going to shoot, what it was all about' I don't think Els was
óne hundred percent sure either'. I was attt'acted by the
word'film', like a rnoth to a flame.

People cane and went, Dietvorst insisted on creating an open atmosphele

whËre people felt at ease without having any obligations other than
collaborating with the others on an art project.
An:
Els Dietvo¡st:

An:
Els Dietvorst:

How did you select the participants?
Diplornas are of no itlpoltance. In principle M could say:
'I árn the king of Belgium'. As long as he's a good actor, he
can be the king of Belgium. I'rn not goiug to say to
anyorle: 'This is not realistic'or'You're telling a lie'. I
don't care. If he invests in the group and wants to be
Pinocchio, he can be Pinocchio.
Being inspiled and feeling passionate about the part was
important for you during the auditions?
Thãre were different levels. Sorne people stayed in the

group, like L and G, because of their tremendously
positive impact on the group. In the group they had

a

healing influence. They stayed, although they didn't get
the biggest parts. The audition was an open, organic
process. Every character that has stayed within the group
has his own story.

Els Dietvorst, who rejects strict boundaries between art, community
projects and anthropology, deliberately opted fol the experimental, even
?reáwheeling, character oi the project. She did not focus exclusively on the
film during-these four years, but remained open to suggestions from the
Swallows,ïho were very creative and inspired by their new nest. There
were street performances, jukebox stories based on the lives of the
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inhabitants and recounted in a local pub, glossy magazines covered the
activities of the Swallows in full-colour pictures and rave reviews. Thq
swallows were invited to experiment, to defy easy categorization or
definition, but this sense of experimentation was not always effortless.
Actor/Swallow:

if we weren't taken seriously, as if we were
puppets and had to follow the group, unable to do our
We felt as

own thing, really. At a certain moment we felt like
completely lost the feeling of playing in

ffiTr""lPttr.We
An:

Actor/Swallow:

Actor/Swallow:

I believe the media strongly romanticize our social

An:

And where's the romance?
Oh, in that everything is possible.
The fact that, even in a destitute neighborhood, these

An:

with the

Barry invited the Swallows to write their own piece of the script.
Interestingly, few wanted to take up autobiographical aspects while writing
the script. Many switched identities with roles in society that seemed more
appealing to them, for instance the male sex worker choose to be a
policeman, the Belgian policewoman choose to be a sex worker. Some chose
to fictionalize political traumas they experienced in their home land, while
others wrote utopian fantasies about their future life. These performative
acts might refer to what Conrad, quoting Schechner, proposes when he

events are possible?

Actor/Swallow

An:

Actor/Swallow:

performances which lead intuitively to this yet unknown art work,
preferably a feature film. Dietvorst set the perfect example with her
continuous enthusiasm and positive charisma, enabling many to overcome
their fears and anxieties about their future by believing in this collective
project. By means of negotiating and experimenting the Swallows
expanded the notion of author to a more cooperative inspiration.

The writing of the script is one of the many interesting examples in this
search for a collective and collaborative authorship. Els Dietvorst and Orla

performances.

Actor/Swallow:
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a

Guineapigs for what kind of experiments?
The social aspect, the contact with the others,
area, while we had come to do a film.

I

That's romanticizing, it doesn't work that way. Although
the neighbourhood had promised they'd be quiet, thãy
kept on intruding. However, what happens in between, is
not going to be shown.
What do you mean?
The thefts, for example, how they broke into D's car, the
fact that they shouted at us, that the takes were interruptecl
by blokes wanting to show off and other such things.

promotes performance as a paradigm of liminality: 'Fundamental to all

performance is the characteristic of "restored behavioLlt" or "twicebehaved behaviour" that is "symbolic and reflexive: not empty but loaded
behaviour multivocally broadcasting significance . . . [in which] the self can
act in/as another" allowing the individual to become someone other than
themselves. The play frame opens a liminal space where the "not me"
encounters the "not not me"' (Conrad 2004 citing Schechner 7985:52).

communities or persons. Principles such as accessibility, a context of
encouragement and
between participants
But what was uni
aspects were not the

create a challenging process. It is this long, enduring, flexible and vigorous
process which stands out from other similar projects: not focused on a pre-

scripted product or result, this process enabled the swallows to seãrch
happenings,

individually and collectively for shared moments,

Ð*t

Figure 12.3 'The Mnrch,

*rr,'*çi¿*{.û-tr-*i.

t.

a

Break'. O Norma Prendergast 2006
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Although a selection had to be ma
and feedback the Swallows debate
collective created a collaborative scr
and her co-writer Orla Barry define
were convinced that it would be poi

Els Dietvorst:

Els Dietvorst:

An:
Els Dietvorst:

An:
Els Dietvo¡st:

You said The Mnrch, The Btu.den, The Desert, The Boredont,
The Anger had to be a real film. What do you mean by
that?
When the Swallows say that a real film is a feature film,
like in a cinema theat¡e, it should be a film with a story
line, characters, somethirrg about life, love and death.
So that was their idea, what's yours?
As an artist, yolr can go many ways. I understand their
idea of a re
y has to aclmit that
when you'
start crying, that,s
a real film.
, but we recognize
them as pa
And that's what you were aiming for?
It's based on their lives and there are story lines in ever.y
life. If I were to make an experimental film based on their
lives, I'd find myself a bit abusive. But that,s not what it,s
about. It's about trying to make a film together with this
collective, which showed a part of their lives and
e.motions. I was trying to be the director and steer things irr

the right direction. But at the end of the day it,s not my
film. I directed and coached, I introduced visual icleas. But
if someone had told me fonr years ago: ,This is the film
you're going to make, this is your film,, I would have told

them: 'Not entirely ... although everything about it

I
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We started tl-re script by asking people what kind of part

they wanted to play. For many Swallows, the part
consisted of something they dreamt of being in real life.
It's sorne solt of escape flom society, or sornething society
refuses to consider. Like D (actor/Swallow), for exarnple.
He chose to be a rnarìager in the film who decides to give
everything up and leave and hitch hike. It's a rornantic

not viewable by some Swallows. The
based on real lives', to communicate

An:

Collectiuíty

idea of freedom.

An:

Did it not create problems?

Els Dietvorst

At the beginning, the script contained twenty-one
characters with equal parts. We invited some people to

read the script and no-one was able to follow it, They

didn't even understand what the end was or
An:
Els Dietvorst

An:
EIs Dietvorst:

An:
Els Dietvorst:

An:
Els Dietvorst:

interests me, it's based round a collective,.

the

beginning.
Did you do that in order to give everyone a part?
Yes, but having twenty-one characters didn't work. In the
end, even we lost track of what everybody was doing. We
had to drop some scelìes in the end.
For the sake of logic?
When you develop twenty-one characters and give them
two minutes each, you don't get any depth. You never get
beyond superficially portraying characters without contents.
By consequence, is a so-called'democratic way of writing'
less productive?
I think it's possible to do it, providing you have ten hours
of film and a lot more means and a lot more money. We

were limited by time and the length of the fihn, the time
spent filming. We had to scale down, for the sake of
clarity. But we discr,rssed this with everybody, and after
that it was OK.
You reconnected the script to the people?
I did. We have been honest when dealirg with the actors.
Not all twenty of them were able to clevote themselves to
the project full-time. Some were only available on
Saturdays. People with less time were given smaller parts.

from an art project to a community project, relating to the Swallows,
anticipations and expectations, rather than to art-house audiences.

what is_important to note is that Els Dietvorst not only managed to
convince the swallows of their self-identity, that they hãd somãthing
important to share with an audience, but she also handled this in ã
professional way. According to pinxten, it is a specific kind of
professionalism that differentiates a socio-artistic projectlrom a hobby or
occupational therapy (Pinxten 2003:73).It entails a commitment to learn
the specific cultural and sociopolitical codes or competences of not only
the artists involved but also of the other participants.

Thus, not only in its relation to the collaborative method with the 'other'
and hence the subject of the film but also it-t terms of specifying the
'viewer', the challenge of this type of project is to experiment with what
the fragite limit might be in the relation between a collective and a'chief',
in Dietvorst's words, to invest in the collective not necessarily by finding
a consensus. It is a search for the limits of negotiation, the sharing of codes
and to invest these in a choice, a decision.
Crew mernber:

When talking to the actors, it became clear they had
objections. Or Els had failed to involve them in certain
issues. They give a part of the history of their life,
something that happened to them personally, something
rather fragile. They simply gave it for her film. I thought
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this was a delicate issue throughout the film. How far can
you go in using other people,s stories to tell your own?

:.ï,:::'Í ;ff

lîi

J

i,::Tï: il,:i:li":',,H',h

a, E,s

The script presented a
local, national and tran
transnationality were di

ent slices of lives touching upo¡
in which locality, nationality inä
as subjected to the background
of
the swallows in this d
munity. As such, the scrip-t dia noi
pretend to reveal the 'category' of the immigrants of the Anne"rr"., u."u,
nor did it represent them, or put up a mirror trying to mimic this
community. on the contrary, the.script presented a flexible and playfrrl
collage of the (utopian) lives of the swalrows, in which fact and ficiion
were blurred and in which concepts such as authenticity or reality weÀ
ignored, yielding a rich example of the concept of identity dynamics.

I
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assistant, a script supervisot a make-up artist, several production assistants
etc. Yet they were only subsidized with a very limited budget and needed
to film in a limited period of time, four weeks in total. The hierarchy of such

an organization contrasted sharply with the dynamic and negotiable
production process of the Swallows. Furthermore, although Dietvorst
invited the crew on rehearsals and tried to make them sensitive to the
overall social background of the project, it remained very difficult for a
first-time director to entirely direct this 'machine', as a crew member
labelled it.
Crew member:

A film set deals with a group of people and you've got to

get everybody organized. This way of working

is
characteristic of fiction-film making. Everyone has their job.
But I think that when you make a documentary people's
roles are more interchangeable than with other kinds of film
(the sound technician could easily be the camera man, for

example). During 'Tlrc March'everything had been neatly
laid down and people worked within a specific frame. I
believe that to be typical of a fiction-film. You can feel it's
more rigid, all the activity, the hustle and bustle of a fiction-

Professionalism Revised: The Filming phase

film.

L

r.'

The crew thus brought another type of professionalism with them, which
created a definitive rupture with the previous performances. This ruPture
brought changes to the project not only because outsiders infiltrated this
rather intimate nest of the Swallows, but more importantly because codes
and values such as the parameters of cinema (focus, frame, coloç light,
composition, and depth among others: Volckaert 1995) were in the hands

of professionals, rendering impossible the negotiation on codes, and
ultimately distancing Dietvorst from her Swallows.
Els

Figure 12.4 'The Mnrch, ... Shoot'. O Norma prendergast 2006.

The transformation of a script into the actual film shoot is of crucial
importance. Driven by Dietvorst's description of ,a
y
the viewer (as the Swallows), the produciion unit o
a
classical fiction-film set. This meant a rather strict d
a
professional cameraman and his assistants, a sound engineer and his

Dietvorst: In fact, no-one

dared to overstep the mark during the
shooting. In the end everyone stuck to the part they'd
learnt. The pressure was terrible. During the rehearsals I
never had to ask them to improvise. Things happened
because they were meant to be. So I thought I could say to
them: 'Now you do this, and you do that, etc.' But this
was impossible with all these cameras. No matter what I
asked them to do, they'd have been lost for words, unable
to do anything because of the stress.

This rupture had different sorts of impact on the Swallows,

the

neighbourhood and on the project as such. Whereas Dietvorst often felt
frustrated, some Swallows felt inspired by the crew and were even
discovered as new casting talents. Some people of the neighbourhood
were proud of the crew while others saw them as intruders.
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Actor/Swallow:

d feel
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'r{;

intimidated,

that had gathered

sorry

ijii;

arrive
ejaculate, you

otions got the upper

",0",,tffiîåiilåî;"1,i
xi"*J:J.ï:'.:'"ï,ili?:

playing my pa
like on the day

An:

Actor/Swallow:

An:

Actor/Swallow

shed my tears.
like after ejaculating, when you feel a little relaxed, but
also a little embarrassed towa¡ds your partner.
Was it a way of digesting things?

J,
á

apy for me, precisely
pened to me. Just by
st I felt relieved from
Dj d rh i s reeli n g o r rer i e r . ,n
" "t:i'.î;l
after the rehearsals?

i,li ïå"t',îå

",,",

:

¡

.,

I

During the rehearsal I sometimes came close to the
feeling, but it was nothing like during the shooting.
During the shooting, I got into a trance, which took me

back to- the place where things happened, which brought
about this relief. It wasn't the same-thing at all.

Ginsburg suggests that indigenous media present a kind of Faustian
contract with the technologies of modernity, enabling some
degree of
agency to control representation under less than laeat
conditions
(Ginsburg 7997: 96). The swalrows' culture is not
based on a common
tradition,. language or rerationship between generations. They
created a
community, a tribe, during four years, based on a sharing
oí codes and
values and thus living in diversity. yet the audiovisual medìím
threatened
thrs community in a different way: although the script was
created
since.they created u '."ui film, the"y inscribed their
,.,oll":,'":ly,
frocess in
thÍs dominant and hence constraining mode oiproduction.
ror the viewer
ow, the film needed to be projected in a
place referring to dominant fiim production.
he Swallows with film was doÅinant film
the commercial blockbusters. For them to
a film project had reference to this type of film_making,
which
:lqug."."r"
had
different social, economic and ideological iònnotations to thã
type of
project Els Dietvorst had in mind. In the pioject of the swallows
it was the
very form of western narratives that undermined their intentions.
This
form can be evaluated by the organization of the crew, which
,.or"
rigid- than any the swallows were used to. This was partly -u,
due to the
number of people on the set and the need to organize them
eincientry but

Figure 12.5 'Lara'

.@

Thomas Sennesael 2006
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The Swøllows'Nesf Inside Out
In general, the inhabitants of the Anneesens' area appreciated the attention
to their neighbourhood, which attracted press people, resulting in severar

newspapers articles and spots on television. The area had suddenly
appeared on the map of Brussels. This social intervention, the film-shoot
performance, had a major impact on the area in its stimulation of social
cohesion by this collective experience during the shoot and by the
expectations it raised about the 'real film' scheduled in one of the large
commercial film theatres of Brussels owned by UGC. It had produced
various creative moments which stimulated communication in the area.
The film shoot thus replaced the image of the destitute transit area with
that of a dynamic and vibrant neighbourhood that gave rise to numerous
h a large-scale feature film production about
which implicated the entire neighbourhood,
the Swallows as insiders.

ab

ha
Figure 12.6 'Kito and Kokou'.

@

the event. Some found jobs because the
in an

experience had given them more self-confidence; other continued

Thomas Sennesael 2006.

also due to a type of film-making that has become common

:.î""ïi:ï'"î'#xå"1"".:T;:ïîii.äilî

artistic direction
the social aspect

in Western

cinema. Raoul Ruiz uses the concept of a Central Conflict Theory to
understand this Western type of cinema (Ruiz 1995: 14). According to him,
this theory has turned into a predatory theory, a system of ideas that
devours and enslaves any other idea that might restrain its activity. Pink
states the ethical codes and understandings of TV companies, and by
extension Western film production, differ from those that guide applied
visual anthropologists. She therefore urges that'the anthropologist needs
to work between these codes, acting not only as a cultural broker to
facilitate the representation of one culture to another on film, but also to
protect the local culture through his or her knowledge of the ethics and
practices of the filmmaking culture' (Pink, this volume). Yet whenever
Dietvorst or the Swallows felt uncertain over a specific choice or decision,
due to a lack of experience or under too much pressure, it seemed
necessary to rely upon the experience of the professional crew-members,
instead of finding resources in their own flexible and dynamic methods
that preceded the shoot. Instead of questioning how the relation between
Dietvorst and her Swallows could be imagined, questions such as costume
continuity and clarity prevailed because of this type of professional
dependence on the script and on the type of organization of the set.

while still other
Undeniably, this

inspiring root intuitions: utopia, enthusiasm and collectivity. They felt
privileged to have been part of this undertaking.
I will not analyse the remainder of the performances of the swallows but
I will limit myself by briefly presenting the final activities. These activities
demonstrate the impressive transformation of the Swallows, nest. The
swallows organized a final part of the shoot in Morocco as many swallows
were born there, or had relatives there. The film was edited during a long
period with several moments of feedback. The film was titled rhe Màrch,The
Burden, The Desert, The Boredom, The Anger and was shown at the UGC in
Brussels, in the 'golden room', the largest and most impressive theatre of
this venue for dominant Hollywood cinema. The theatie was packed: all
swallows were so proud of this project that they had invited all their friends,

family relatives, neighbours etc. After this presentation the swailows

decided to end their collective experience with an exhibition where all their
events, performances, and films were accessible. They were stunned to hear
that BOZAR in Brussels wanted to give them a platform. For a month they
were able to present their archive in this high cultural palace of fine arts.

- Enlarged by these performances and transformed by the passages
through these very differentiated sociocultural areas, ranging fróm
community centres, a high cultural palace to a dominant cinema venue,
the Swallows' nest flipped inside out and dissolved, making room for
empowered individuals and leaving several traces throughout Brussels.
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Epilogue:A Performative Analysis of collaborative

for the fragile limits of negotiation, the sharing of codes and an attempt to
invest these in a decision in which the 'other' and the 'viewer' were
invited and personalized. The project thus stimulated social aims such as
encouraging communication, social cohesion in the community and
individual growth. Yet it had been situated within the context of a film
project, with its specific social and ideological forces. The challenge of this
project was to assess the ideological and social forces at work in film
production and to invest these in a particular community context. These
forces created anticipations, interactions influenced by a dominant mode
of production, as the project was designed to create'a real film based on
real lives'. Ginsburg therefore refers to Faust when relating community
projects with the technologies of modernity (Ginsburg 1997:96).
In sum, with this analysis of the production process of a community-based
filn project in Brusselq I hope to have demonstrated the value of an analysis of
the interactions between the'author' and the'other'in which the'viewer' is
prefigured during (documentary) film production. Rather than coining
(documentary) film production with concepts sudr as 'reality','authenticity',
'fiction' and 'faithful representation', I thus suggest that the mediated
interactions during the production process detelrnine the'flow betr,veen fact
and fiction' (Trinh 1990: 89). The case of the Swallows offers a unique
perspective on authorship and its relationship to the'other' and the'viewer',
which couldnotbe apprehendedby simply analysing the finalfilm. Qualitative
methods mostly derived from performative and visual anthropology offer
possibilities in investigating the mediated interactions between the different
agents. This analysis therefore explores the relations between the production of
knowledge, the different contexts in which these processes occur and the

I have taken a visual anthropology
project so as to offer a way of und
projects can create social intervention
end product - the final ,text, - but
processes/ relationships and identitie

position the researcher has in these processes (Alvesson and Sköldberg 2001). As
suc[ I hope to offer an altemative to a strictly interpretative, text-based analysis
and representational discourse. As Fabian (7990:259), notes: '... The theoretical
benefit that is to be derived from making performance a guiding idea is a
conceplion of relationships between texts and interpretatiorU which is neither
static nor hierarchical but processual. The burden of such an approach is to
show the essential openness of that process.'
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Figure 72.7 'Birdi'. Els Dietvorst 2000.

and Plural Authorship

emphasize the necessity of e
process in a loyal and reflexi
the intersubjectivity of the
underscore the performative tum in a
Fabiary whenhe claims that a perfor
ethnographic research but it ii also
(Fabian 1990).

Notes
1.
2.

Cultural intuitions such as 'positive €r€rg/'z 'colrective' and ,utopia,
inspired Els and her swalrowÀ to create a ihallenging p.ol"rr.
These
notions- shape the way in which the
understood
or used within the interactions be
negotiating and experimenting,
I
:Í
author to a more cooperative in--spiration. The process pr"r"rr,ãi
a search

the

ilil#

3.

Mo¡e information on this project: http: / / www.fireflyfilms.be /
'Juke-box stories' are sto¡ies based orr the lives of people who regularly visited the bar
'Rouge et Noir' in the Anneessens area. Writer Anna Luyten gathered these stories and
performed her interpretation in the bar, next to a jukebox.
'Root intuitions' or'cultural intuitions' are concepts suggested by Pinxten to facilitate
cthnographic comparisons (Pinxten 7997: 87).
What appears at first sight to be varied, chaotic, unconnected or utterly disparate in
a culture can, uporì closer examination, be recognized to be unified or closely linked
because of a common root principle. A sornewhat similar argument holds for the
synonymous term of cultural intuitions; they express the non-discursive or
irnmediate notions, which are underlying the level of rational discourse.
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